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Description:

The short course presents the current state of practice for sedimentation, consolidation and desiccation analyses with an emphasis on predicting tailings settlements, an essential component for the successful Tailings Disposal Facility (TDF) design. The theoretical framework for the analyses will be covered at a basic level including conventional consolidation approach, as well as the more advanced concepts based on material coordinates in order to provide practitioners with tools to perform different types of settlement analyses. The course will cover both the experimental and analytical procedures used for testing of tailings materials in order to obtain relevant material characteristics for numerical modeling. Participants will be provided with simple spreadsheet based algorithms to solve typical consolidation problems encountered in tailings disposal and closure operations. In addition, participants will be provided with the beta version of a more advanced software for solving one-dimensional and three-dimensional consolidation problems.

Agenda:

The intent of the course is to provide participants with a working knowledge on how to collect necessary data for storage capacity calculation, how to select representative samples for testing and how to analyze and interpret results of the analyses. The participants will be given “hands-on” introduction in using advanced consolidation models, though additional training might be needed to perform the analyses independently.

Schedule:
8:30-9:00 Introduction, parameters required for TDF design and operation (van Zyl, Znidarcic)

9:00-10:00 Theoretical background, Terzaghi and Gibson consolidation models (Znidarcic)

10:00-11:00 Simplified solutions to predict tailings settlements. Foundation displacements and effects to tailings dam stability. Design practices to minimize pore pressure generation and simplified tailings settlement estimates during operation and post-closure. (van Zyl, Znidarcic, Gjerapic)
11:00-12:00 Testing methods for obtaining consolidation properties for tailings, experimental procedures and parameter selection (Znidarcic, Gjerapic)

1:30-3:00 Simple spreadsheet based consolidation calculations and introduction of a comprehensive numerical consolidation model. Examples of actual projects (Znidarcic, Gjerapic)

3:00 – 4:00 Large-strain consolidation model, “hands-on” example demonstration (Znidarcic).

4:00-5:00 Further analysis of tailing consolidation behavior in situ, example problems with an opportunity for individual practice, disposal strategies and further developments (Znidarcic, Gjerapic, van Zyl)
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